October 8, 2013
Docket Clerk
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Food Safety Inspection Service
Patriots Plaza 3
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Mailstop 3782
Room 8–163B
Washington, DC 20250–3700
Re: Docket No. FSIS-2008-0017: Descriptive Designation for Needle- or
Blade-Tenderized (Mechanically Tenderized) Beef Products; 78 Fed. Reg.
34589; (June 10, 2013)
To Whom It May Concern:
The American Meat Institute (AMI) is the nation's oldest and largest meat
packing and processing industry trade association. AMI members slaughter and
process more than 90 percent of the nation's beef, pork, lamb, veal, and a majority
of the turkey produced in the United States. In addition, some AMI members
operate beef facilities in Brazil, Australia, and Canada, and many members import
beef. Finally, approximately 80 percent of AMI member companies are small or
very small based on Small Business Administration standards.
The safety of the meat and poultry products AMI members produce is their
top priority and to that end, the industry shares a common goal with the Food
Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS or the agency) of ensuring the safety and
wholesomeness of meat and poultry products. AMI members have implemented
many food safety processes and procedures that go beyond current FSIS regulations
and continue to ensure that the meat and poultry products they produce are safe,
wholesome, affordable, and available.
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The existing labeling scheme for products that have been needle injected or
blade tenderized, with appropriate qualifying statements or other label information,
provides open and transparent information based on recognizable common and
usual product names and should be kept. 1 Rather than mandate labeling that will
not enhance food safety, the agency should focus on two concepts. First, the
agency’s priority should be encouraging the industry, to the maximum extent
possible, to use prevention technologies and Good Manufacturing Practices to
render non-intact products as safe as possible. Second, any contemplated labeling
changes should focus on providing useful information to consumers that can add an
additional margin of safety, such as examining the effectiveness of current safe
handling labels as well as handling and cooking instructions that can inform
consumers.
To assist the agency as it examines the plethora of issues presented, AMI
submits the following comments regarding the proposed rule and in doing so
respectfully requests that FSIS withdraw the proposal.
The Food Safety Risk Associated with Mechanically Tenderized Beef
Products is Very Low and Does Not Warrant the Proposed Labeling
In considering this rulemaking the agency should begin at the beginning. In
March 2002, FSIS conducted a risk assessment with respect to mechanically
tenderized (MT) products. From that risk assessment the agency concluded that
MT products did not represent an increased concern relative to intact meat cuts.
Indeed, that risk assessment predicted one illness per 15.9 million servings of intact
beef and a similar risk, one illness in 14.2 million servings, for MT steaks. The
agency concluded that “… there is almost no difference in the risk of illness from
intact (not tenderized) versus non-intact (tenderized) steaks, …” and the probability
of E. coli O157:H7 surviving typical cooking practices in either tenderized or nontenderized steaks, is miniscule.” 2
According to FSIS, there have been six incidents involving MT products since
2000, the most recent almost four years ago in December 2009. Those foodborne
illness outbreaks prompted the agency in 2010 to “update” the risk assessment done
in 2002. Although the agency provided some preliminary results from its 2010 work
the final updated risk assessment has never been published or made publically
available for review or discussion. Indeed, neither the 2002 risk assessment

The agency should clarify that vacuum tumbled products would not be subject to any of the
contemplated labeling if FSIS elects to move forward in some fashion with the proposed rulemaking.
2 (Attachment A)
1
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performed by FSIS nor the 2010 updated version are referenced anywhere in the
preamble to the proposed rule. 3

That the agency is 1) ignoring the 2002 risk assessment and 2) not making
publicly available the updated version of that risk assessment is not only
unacceptable but inconsistent with the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) and the
direction from the President of the United States. Early in his administration
President Obama issued a memorandum, “Transparency and Open Government,” in
which the President stated that government, and his administration in particular,
needed to be transparent, participatory, and collaborative. 4 FSIS has not
repudiated the conclusions of the 2002 risk assessment and the agency’s failure to
provide as part of the rulemaking record the updated version denies affected
entities an opportunity to comment in a meaningful fashion. The failure even to
acknowledge this work cannot be seen to comply with President Obama’s direction
to be transparent, participatory, and collaborative.
The preamble also fails to acknowledge a May 2013 risk assessment done in
Canada that is consistent with the conclusions of the agency’s 2002 risk assessment
and the preliminary information provided by FSIS concerning its 2010 work. 5 The
Canadian Risk Assessment (CRA) stated that “although there is a potential for
difference in risk between MTB [mechanically tenderized beef] and intact beef cuts,
this difference is small, and exposure to E. coli O157:H7 appears to be low at this
time.” 6 Moreover, the CRA found that “MTB products produced under GMP’s and
with interventions applied prior to tenderization, are not perceived to present a
significantly increased risk relative to similar produced non-tenderized products in
the Canadian marketplace.” 7 The CRA concluded that the risk relative to baseline
(baseline being an intact beef products value of 1) associated with MTB cuts is 5, or
265 million servings to cause one (1) illness. 8 In comparison, however, the risk
relative to baseline for ground beef is 7300 or 176,000 servings to cause one (1)
illness. (Emphasis added.)
See 78 Fed. Reg. 34589 (June 10, 2013). PowerPoint presentation of updated risk assessment
(Attachment B). On February 1, 2010 AMI requested that FSIS specifically address the fact that the
risk assessment should address marinated products to which FSIS responded. (Attachment C) The
risk assessment completed in 2002 combined the two types of products, marinated and blade
tenderized, together rather than using a more detailed approach for each. The updated risk
assessment compares marinated to mechanically (NT/BT) tenderized products and identified
differences between the two product categories.
4 http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/TransparencyandOpenGovernment
5 Findings of the Health Risk Assessment of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Mechanically Tenderized
Beef Products in Canada, International Food Risk Analysis Journal, May 28, 2013. (Attachment D)
6 Id. Key Findings and Preliminary Opinion, at 7.
7 Id.
8 Id. The Canadian study estimate is that it would take 1.29 billion servings to cause one (1) illness,
which, although technically not zero, is practically nil.
3
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Interestingly, also included in the preliminary results is the relative risk of
mechanically tenderized beef (MTB US) and Chemically Injected Beef (CIB) to
intact beef (risk again at 1). The FSIS analysis yielded the relative risk for MTB
US at 1.8 and for CIB at 6.9. In short, these analyses support the conclusion that
the risk associated with mechanically tenderized products is extremely low. 9
An additional consideration offered by the CRA is the impact an
intervention’s use has on the relative risk of MTB. More specifically, the CRA found
that when an intervention is applied with the efficacy found in some of the
published literature, the relative risk is reduced to 2.7. 10 The CRA also analyzed
circumstances in which the intervention is less effective, with the expected slight
increase in relative risk, i.e., 3.6. 11
The Canadian consideration of intervention use in its analysis is significant
for two related reasons. First, nowhere in the proposed rule does FSIS appear to
consider the impact that using interventions has on the risk associated with MT
products. Second, similarly, nowhere in the proposed rule does the agency
acknowledge that the meat industry moved toward using interventions directly
before tenderization, as well as following other best practices in the last few years. 12
In response to the FSIS-directed reassessment the industry went to work and
developed, and continues to develop, good manufacturing practices that have
lowered the risk dramatically since the first outbreaks. 13 In other words, as it has
done in the past to address food safety challenges in the wake of the outbreaks of
the type the agency cites as the basis for the proposal, the industry has embraced
the use of various interventions and other best practices to reduce the risk
associated with MT products.

Blade tenderized beef product should be treated as a different product category than intact beef
products or enhanced/marinated products. Adding a “mechanically tenderized” descriptor to the
product name for blade tenderized products is neither warranted nor necessary. Although
mechanical tenderization is a process that may be disclosed on the label because the product has
potentially different eating characteristics than intact beef products, such labeling cannot and will
not improve food safety. In fact, no foodborne illness outbreaks have been definitively linked to this
category of product.
10 Id.
11 Id.
12 Indeed, the proposed rule references the agency’s May 2005 Federal Register publication (70 Fed.
Reg. 30331, May 26, 2005), in which FSIS directed establishments to reassess their HACCP plans to
account for outbreaks associated with MT products. That mandate required establishments that
produce MT beef products to consider those outbreaks in reassessing their HACCP plans to ensure
those plans adequately address E. coli O157:H7 and other biological hazards.
13 See Attachment E.
9
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Indeed, it is telling that there has not been a single foodborne illness
outbreak in the U.S. attributable to MT beef cuts in almost four years. That fact is
directly related to the significant shift by the affected industry to more aggressively
utilize a variety of effective interventions and processing practices when producing
MT products.
Provided below is a list of industry actions and accomplishments that have
occurred during the last few years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process monitoring of beef harvest has become routine;
High event programs that address abnormally high rates of positive E.
coli have become the norm based on the volume of beef produced;
Brine recirculation conditioning systems are a recent innovation and
are used in marinated and enhanced solution processing;
Mechanical tenderizing equipment has been redesigned to improve
cleaning during and at the end of production;
Most primals subject to tenderization now are also subjected to an
intervention treatment prior to steak cutting;
Best practices for manufacturing marinated and mechanically
tenderized products are routinely updated by industry experts; and
FSIS has required, through Notices and Directives, the beef industry
address the threat of contamination through mandatory reassessments
of HACCP plans, supplier/customer knowledge of internal customer
specifications, and more focused and rigorous food safety assessments.

These practices have become commonplace in the industry and likely have
contributed significantly to the fact that there have been no foodborne illness
outbreaks identified with MT products in almost four years.
Moreover, research supports the use of these practices. Specifically, recent
research from Texas Tech University indicates that applying an antimicrobial
treatment to the subprimal prior to mechanical tenderization is an effective hurdle
in a multiple-hurdle food safety process management program. The Texas Tech
researchers found that beef subprimals inoculated to 103 log CFU/cm2 level of E. coli
O157:H7 and treated with 5% lactic acid spray treatment demonstrated a
“reduction in surface pathogen load leads to subsequent reduction in pathogen
internalization. E. coli O157:H7 was not detected in the internal portions of low
inoculum–treated steaks cooked to internal temperatures of 55, 60, 65, 70, or 75ºC
(data not presented). These data suggest that when pathogen translocation (as
influenced by total pathogen load) is reduced, cooking to an internal temperature of
55ºC or greater reduces the number of internalized E. coli O157:H7 cells to a level
that is undetectable using the methodology described...” The researchers also
stated “….[T]hese data validate the evaluation of additional subprimal intervention
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strategies to further reduce, eliminate, and/or injure E. coli O157:H7 cells present
on the surface of subprimals intended for mechanical tenderization….” Finally,
given the lactic acid treatment and other realistic beef industry practices, the
“…reduction of pathogens on subprimals exposed to typical industry contamination
levels (101 CFU/cm2) reduces the risk of pathogen translocation and subsequent
survival after cooking.” 14
For the foregoing reasons the agency must conclude that the risk associated
with MT products is very low, making the proposed rule unnecessary. 15
The Proposed Rule does not articulate a Credible Reason why the Term
“Mechanically Tenderized” must be included in the Product Name
The proposed rule would require that the product name of MT beef products
“include the descriptive designation ‘mechanically tenderized’ and an accurate
description of the beef component” and FSIS asserts that by “including this
descriptive designation consumers will be informed that this product is nonintact.” 16 What FSIS does not explain, as it must, is why the term “mechanically
tenderized” must be part of the product name.
More specifically, in the proposed rule the agency states that it
… has concluded that without specific labeling, raw or partially cooked
mechanically tenderized beef products could be mistakenly perceived
by consumers to be whole, intact muscle cuts. The fact that a cut of
beef has been needle- or blade-tenderized is a characterizing feature of
the product and, as such, a material fact that is likely to affect

Chancey, C. C., et al. (2013). "Survivability of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in Mechanically
Tenderized Beef Steaks Subjected to Lactic Acid Application and Cooking under Simulated Industry
Conditions." J Food Prot 76 (10): 1778-1783.
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/iafp/jfp/2013/00000076/00000010/art00016 (Attachment F).
14

Admittedly, not all processors may use the latest methods to produce mechanically tenderized or
marinated products in a manner that eliminates or minimizes the likelihood of E. coli O157:H7 being
present. For that reason, as it does for addressing certain other pathogens, e.g. Listeria
monocytogenes, the agency could consider a labeling option for processors that are not able to state
that E. coli is not reasonably likely to occur because they do not utilize some effective combination of
the practices identified above, e.g., no high event program, no fabrication intervention, continued use
of processes or procedures associated with recalls.
16 78 Fed. Reg. 34589. Adding the term “mechanically tenderized” to the product name would cause
needled injected, marinated products to be mislabeled because adding solutions via needle injection
does not mechanically tenderize the product. Only blade tenderizing equipment is specifically
designed to mechanically tenderize the product.
15
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consumers’ purchase decisions and that should affect their preparation
of the product. 17
Through these conclusory comments the agency seems to suggest by its reference to
the “characterizing feature” of mechanical tenderization that this proposal is not
solely about food safety. Indeed, from a food safety standpoint there is no reason
why the term “mechanically tenderized” must be incorporated into the product
name.
There are several examples of agency labeling requirements that are
intended to enhance food safety by providing additional information to consumers
and none of them affect the product name. Most obvious among those examples are
the agency’s mandatory safe food handling instructions, which can often be found
not on the principal display panel (PDP) of a product’s packaging but on the back.
Similarly, ingredients that are allergens, which present a risk to the health of a
person allergic to a particular substance continue to be in the ingredient statement
but may be highlighted to raise consumer awareness. Such allergens are included
as part of the ingredient declaration and would only be part of the product name if
the particular ingredient at issue is a significant component of the product. In
short, other significant, mandatory food safety labeling requirements do not intrude
into the product name as this proposal would if finalized.
Conveying the fact that a product has been subject to mechanical
tenderization and therefore consumers should prepare the product differently than
if it is intact can be accomplished just as easily through means other than requiring
that term’s inclusion in the product name. Meat and poultry labels are replete with
useful and often necessary information that is found on a product’s labeling, either
on the PDP or elsewhere. Nutrition labeling information which, although health
related is not directly related to food safety, is typically on the back panel of a
product’s labeling. The mark of inspection is on the PDP, but is relatively small in
size. Indeed, increasingly the official establishment number is found on the back
panel of many products. So to, in the case of claims such as all natural or the use of
certain flavorings, e.g. smoke flavor, the agency requires a qualifier directly under
the product name advising consumers about the use of that flavoring. These are
just a few examples in which the agency conveys important food safety or other
necessary information to consumers through labeling without intruding into the
product name.

17

Id. at 34592.
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Moreover, neither entity that petitioned FSIS for labeling that would
distinguish intact from MT products even asked for the intrusive labeling proposed.
The 2009 Safe Food Coalition petition requested that the agency take action to
require that the labels of mechanically tenderized beef products disclose the fact
that the products have been mechanically tenderized and the reasons offered by
that coalition all involve food safety:
•

•
•

consumers and restaurants do not have sufficient information to
ensure that these products are cooked safely because FSIS does not
provide recommended cooking temperatures for mechanically
tenderized products;
the recommended cooking temperatures for intact products are not
appropriate for non-intact, mechanically tenderized products; and
a labeling requirement for mechanically tenderized products is critical
for consumers and retail outlets so that they have the information
necessary to safely prepare these products.

Likewise the 2010 petition submitted by the Conference for Food Protection
(CFP) asked FSIS to issue a mandatory labeling provision for mechanically
tenderized beef that would require labels to specify that a cut has been
mechanically tenderized. Again, the CFP petition focused on food safety and
consumer and foodservice preparation of MT products. Neither petition stated or
even suggested that consumers were or are being misled or deceived because the
term “mechanically tenderized” is not in the product name.
The APA requires the agency to have some basis to impose a regulatory
requirement. Here, the agency has not explained, as it is obligated to do, why a less
intrusive yet still conspicuous labeling scheme, such as a statement next to the safe
handling instruction, somewhere on the principal display panel, or elsewhere on the
packaging, that the product is mechanically tenderized would not be effective in
conveying that “product attribute” to consumers. As demonstrated above, FSIS
routinely uses qualifying statements that are adjacent to or near the product name
to convey information to consumers or elsewhere on the PDP to convey necessary
information. The agency has offered no data or other information to suggest that
consumers have historically been misled because the term “mechanically
tenderized” has not been in the product name.
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Because FSIS intends to “conduct a public education campaign to explain the
significance of the term ‘mechanically tenderized’ to consumers” AMI submits that
requiring MT product labels to convey in a conspicuous fashion somewhere on the
labeling other than in the product name will be just as effective as the proposed
rule. 18 Such an approach is consistent with the agency’s stated goal of “clearly and
completely” identifying “the preparation process that the product underwent” while
achieving another FSIS “goal” – “to choose a term that will not affect consumers’
perception of the quality, or cost, of the product.” 19
Cooking Instructions should be Developed in Conjunction with Updating
Safe Handling Instructions to Aid Consumers in the Proper Cooking of
Marinated and Mechanically Tenderized Beef Products
The proposal also would require MT product labels to bear validated cooking
instructions. Specifically, FSIS proposed to require validated cooking instructions
that include, “at a minimum: (1) the method of cooking; (2) a minimum internal
temperature validated to ensure that potential pathogens are destroyed throughout
the product; (3) whether the product needs to be held for a specified time at that
temperature or higher before consumption; and (4) instruction that the internal
temperature should be measured by the use of a thermometer.” 20 Moreover, the
agency stated that
To validate the cooking instructions, …, the establishment would be
required to obtain scientific or technical support for the judgments
made in designing the cooking instructions, and in-plant data to
demonstrate that it is, in fact, achieving the critical operational
parameters documented in the scientific or technical support. 21
The agency seems to offer the possibility of a “safe harbor” for those facilities
who elect to use and whose products qualify under the agency’s guidance documents
for validated cooking instructions. The elephant in the room with respect to
validated cooking instructions, however, is the fact that for many, if not virtually
all, MT products there are multiple methods of preparation utilized by consumers

Id. at 34593. Indeed, the agency could consider adding the phrase “See back panel for cooking
instructions,” or a similar phrase, adjacent to the “mechanically tenderized” qualifier to enhance
consumer awareness of the cooking instructions. See discussion infra, p. 9.
19 Id. During the conference call the agency held to announce this proposed rule agency officials
stated that data does not exist via focus groups or other research to support a conclusion that using
the term “mechanically tenderized” will not affect consumers’ perception of the quality, or cost, of the
product.
20 Id. at 34594
21 Id.
18
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and likely numerous, if not countless, variations for each method. 22 Rather than
require the four steps proposed it would be better to require companies to inform
consumers that they should cook the product to ensure the product reaches the
necessary temperature, e.g. 145 degrees Fahrenheit with a three minute rest period
or its equivalent and to do so using a meat thermometer. Such an approach reduces
the likelihood that consumers will be confused, not to mention displeased and
disappointed, when provided cooking instructions using a method that is other than
how they prefer to prepare the product. 23
In addition, although the FSIS validation compliance guideline provides
useful information regarding validating cooking methods, a more rewarding use of
industry and stakeholder resources would be to review the effectiveness of the safe
handling label with the goal of improving consumer handling and preparation of
meat and poultry products. In that regard, the agency should consider amending
the instructions to state specifically that beef, veal, pork and lamb whole muscle
roasts, steak and chops, which include marinated or needle tenderized beef
products, to be cooked to 145 degrees Fahrenheit with a three minute rest period;
ground meat to be cooked to 160 degrees Fahrenheit; and all poultry products,
including ground poultry, to be cooked to 165 degrees Fahrenheit.
The Cost/Benefit Analysis Lacks Specificity and does not Satisfy Executive
Order 12866
The preamble discusses several benefits, and costs, attendant to the proposed
rule. Significantly, however, the agency failed to assign dollar values to many of
those purported benefits and costs. For example, the preamble does not assign a
“value” to several factors that certainly will result in some sector of the chain
incurring a cost, e.g., the cost to validate cooking instructions, the loss to producers
who sell MT products, the loss to consumers when cooking the product to a higher
temperature and in turn are dissatisfied with the product, substituting products
that consumers may like less, the loss to food service providers that change their
processes.

Indeed, similar considerations exist for the tens of thousands of foodservice operators who, because
of the negligible risk discussed above, have preparation procedures they have used for many years, if
not longer and yet are likely to be inconsistent with the cooking instructions accompanying the
product.
23 We note that, notwithstanding the agency’s assertion that MT products should be cooked
differently than intact products, the time and temperature cooking and dwell times recommended by
FSIS have not changed.
22
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Executive Order 12866 (EO) mandates that the agency conduct a cost benefit
analysis such as the instant one and in order to comply with the EO it is incumbent
upon the agency to identify real numbers with the costs and the benefits. Mere
recognition that there will be some cost without attempting to ascertain those
values does not satisfy the EO command. In short, the agency is supposed to have
some reasonable idea of the costs and benefits that a rule would impose/enjoy before
it proposes a rule. Here, the process is stood on its head and inconsistent with both
the APA and the EO when the agency proposes a rule, acknowledges it does not
have adequate cost/benefit information, and attempts to address that infirmity
through an invitation to comment.
*

*

*

*

*

For the foregoing reasons AMI respectfully requests that the agency
withdraw the proposed rule. Adopting such a rule would add unnecessary and
unwanted costs to the production of MT products while offering little, if any, benefit
to the consumer; including food safety. If you have any questions regarding these
comments or anything else regarding this matter, please contact me at (202) 5874229 or mdopp@meatami.com.
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